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W

hy is Special Education so difficult?
Why is inclusion so rarely fully implemented and effective? Why are most
of the stories we hear ones of challenge and failure, not success?
These are questions that resonate throughout the
world of exceptional parents. They are the issues we
deal with on a daily basis, taking up not only time
but also precious energy. We live in a world where
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the needs of children with disabilities are seldom
addressed fully, and the structure to support their
advancement is fragile at best.
Parents do their best to support their children,
searching for better resources, better funding, and
better ways to communicate the approaches they
believe are effective. The exceptional parents advocate. They meet with administrators. They search
for resources, and we all have stories to share.

T

his article is about one particular parent, Richard Ellenson, who has been working for years
to bring together his insights on inclusion, his background in marketing, and his technological
experience in order to provide new ways to improve inclusion.

THE BEGINNING

where, from the cover of EP magazine, to being named ABC World
In 2006, Richard Ellenson and his son Thomas were first fea- News Persons of the Year.
tured on EP’s cover. Thomas “Tom” Ellenson is a bright engaging
Richard eventually merged the company and decided to take
child who has severe cerebral palsy. He needs a wheelchair to get time off to focus on Tom, rather than on the entire field. As Richard
around, and a speech generating device to communicate.
put it, “It was an amazing, energetic, and rewarding few years. I
Richard was a successful advertising executive who was trou- was lucky to develop so many great relationships and truly felt we
bled by what he felt was a lack of humanity and engagement in the made meaningful contributions to the field. But one day I said to
design of assistive technology. Richard felt his son’s personality myself, ‘I got into this business because of my son. But I’m spendwasn’t being fully communicating almost no time with my son
Richard felt he began to truly
ed by the devices that were
because of the business.’ It was a
available back then. Thomas’ understand the day-to-day challenges of
bit of a surprise to suddenly
energy and desire to be fully including a child with special needs in the
understand that things had gone
included drove his father to schools. As anyone with a special needs
a bit topsy-turvy. It just didn’t
rethink what was possible.
child knows, there is enormous complexity make sense to me.”
Richard put together a team
So Richard took time off to be
in inclusion.
that included everyone, from
with his family. He began going
Frog Design, the company that did the industrial design for sever- to school with Tom one day a week to support the school in creatal of the early Apple computers, to Nickelodeon, whose ability to ing better technological supports. In fact, so far as Richard knows,
engage children is at the top of the industry. Richard had just intro- Tom is the only eigth grader in all of Manhattan who has complex
duced the Tango!, an innovative speech generating device that disabilities, yet is in a fully inclusive classroom. “That shouldn’t be
brought a fresh perspective and significant technological innova- the case,” Richard said. “The New York City school system has 1.1
tion to the world of Assistive Technology. The device combined million children in it. I like to think Tom is special. But no one is
features like engaging human speech, as well as synthesized that special. Something just had to be out of whack.”
speech, as well as several features like a built in camera integrated
Richard felt he began to truly understand the day-to-day chalinto a content creation, and new ideas like “voice morphing,” lenges of including a child with special needs in the schools. As
which turned adult voices into childrens’ voices.
anyone with a special needs child knows, there is enormous comThe engaging design of the Tango, coupled with its combination plexity in inclusion. So much can go wrong. It almost seems like,
of diverse approaches to communication, all available in one
device, brought new energy to the world of Alternative and
individuals with Autism will
Augmentative Communication. Within two years of the launch of
enjoy Panther’s easy-to-use
the Tango, the entire industry had introduced new devices, and
writing app, which supports
increased focus on industrial design, better language organization,
focus and language
development, as well
and comprehensive instructional materials. The device has been
as fun games designed
highlighted in a wide variety of places – the Liberty Science
to compensate for
Museum in New York to the Austrian Museum of Applied
issues such as
Arts/Contemporary Arts. Richard and his son were featured every“stimming”

THE CHALLENGES IN CREATING TRUE INCLUSION
With the help of Richard Ellenson, we asked some leading experts in the field to give us their thoughts on
what else is standing in the way of progress. (In addition to his work with Panther, Richard remains a strong
advocate not only for his son, but for his son’s community, serving on numerous boards and advisory panels, both nationwide and in New York City.) In these words, we find some hope in the fact that others are
able to articulate the specific challenges. But we also find the need for greater advocacy and action, to make
sure these things happen. For the challenges in creating true inclusion are enormous.
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despite federal mandates, one needs everything to fall into align- day she didn’t have a program was another day my child was going
ment: a great school district, a visionary principal, great teachers, to do less than his best.
and people who have experience.
“Aggressive? Maybe, but it was true. And kids all over the coun“I think there was a certain anger I had early on,” said Richard. try are taking the hit for schools that have not figured out how to
“In 2001, the headline for Tom’s story on the cover of the New York create sustainable inclusion. But, after all these years watching
Times Magazine was ‘Is There Room in the Class for Thomas?’ The Tom traverse school in New York City, I can see how the problems
answer was ‘Yes, there was room. But there was not any real idea happen, even if I neither condone nor forgive it.”
of how to teach him.’ It was infuriating.
Richard had planned to take a year off, but in fact took two. The
“But over the years, that anger has lessened significantly. I’ve challenges were that complex, and a path forward wasn’t clear. His
come to learn that people want to do their best, but they just don’t son Tom’s challenges were primarily motoric. And there were
know how. So you can’t get angry at the people in the classroom. issues that had no obvious answers.
These people rely on institutional structure and support. It’s a rare
How could Tom follow along in a math class if he can’t hold a
occurrence when a Department of Education has the resources, pencil? How does he keep organized notes when keyboards aren’t
knowledge, focus, and desire to support truly meaningful efforts – designed for his motoric patterns? How does he access a computwhich is awful… because that is the scenario that is federally man- er when he has poor control with both a mouse and a trackball?
dated.
And, most of all, how does the institution – in this case, the school
“The other thing I’ve learned is that disabilities is a low inci- – manage all of these questions in a comprehensive manner?
dence issue. As important as it is, it takes time to build a structure Richard’s answer was to rethink the technological approach to
that can support a child with specific issues. Then, once you do, inclusion.
another child with those same issues may not come along for
another three or so years.
“And during that time, the system just falls apart. Then it needs UNIVERSAL DESIGN FOR LEARNING (UDL)
To date, most of inclusion relies on adaptation of materials. That
to be built again from scratch. It’s a recurring cycle of inefficiency
means a school is often
and stress. Again, I believe that if
expected to constantly change
this is not done effectively every
“How could Tom follow along in a
materials that a student uses. It
single time, a school system is out math class if he can’t hold a pencil? How
means the constant scanning
of federal compliance – it’s in fact
does he keep organized notes when
of materials into software pronot within legal bounds – but it
keyboards aren’t designed for his motoric
grams and adding computer
happens all the same.
patterns? Richard’s answer was to rethink
commands that allow a stu“I remember when Linda
the
technological
approach
to
inclusion.”
dent to use things like cusWernikoff, who was then running
tomized drop down menus. It
Special Education in New York
City, told me that the fact was that it took five years to get a pro- means going back and forth between computers, iPads, and other
gram up and running. I bought her an hourglass the next week and types of technological hardware. It means that every time a class
told her to put it on her desk, so she would be reminded that every is asked to do one thing to follow along…. a student with special
needs is asked to do something else.
Richard didn’t feel that model was sustainable. Perhaps separate
Special
Needs classes could exist with that approach and with all
Panther’s storybox app promotes
early learning, by providing not
that extra work, but that means that any child with disabilities
only great, beautifully illustrated
would need to be educated apart from his peers.
stories, but built-in quizzes with
You may have heard the term “Universal Design for Learning.”
strong literacy supports.
Many people have different definitions of this idea. But one of

THE CHALLENGES IN CREATING TRUE INCLUSION
Alan brightman, vP Global Accessiblity, yahoo!
“Inclusion is changing. It used to be about physical spaces. And full participation. It used to be about ‘...as
much as possible.’ Today, though, it’s about something more elusive and perhaps more important. Today,
inclusion is about greater expectations. And elevated assumptions. It’s about acknowledging that we can”t
know what ‘as much as possible’ means... because the goalposts of possibility continually move. Inclusion is no longer about
which classroom a student may sit in for some or all of a day. Nor is it about battling bureaucracies to get more for one's
child. Inclusion today is about accomplishment, amazement, and busting through ceilings that were once thought to be
fixed.Inclusion is the democratization of opportunity.”
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tom using the Math Paper
app at home

them is that everyone must have technological access to the same
materials. In other words, if one person has typical movements
and cognition, another person has spastic movements, and another has very low tone… if one person is a great reader and if another has trouble reading, they should all be able to use the same
materials. Above all, teachers should be able to do differentiated
instruction to support each child in their own manner.
Universal Design for Learning, or UDL, is a fantastic idea whose
time has come. But it’s also been a struggle to see it implemented.
Richard looked at UDL by looking deeply at the daily issues his
son was facing. He said he started with motoric access issues, but
also looked at various cognitive processing issues. He has yet to
address disabilities like blindness and hearing issues, but the many
areas he focused on are by no means specific to Tom. They are
shared by countless students across America.
In fact, if you look at the challenges in Special Education, you
see a few important challenges that are universal.

ONE: Adaptation is incredibly time consuming. Teachers are
already overworked, so how does a system also ask them to do so
much extra work for an individual? How can teachers find the time
to scan things and upload them to computers, to figure out all sorts
of cut-and-paste tools for doing math, and to learn all sorts of new
technology? Again, these efforts are, in fact, federally mandated
guidelines; they should be happening. But the truth is that our system makes these mandates, and then provides neither the funding
nor the infrastructure to support them.
The stories of inclusion not happening, or are happening poorly, are too numerous to mention. It is prudent to acknowledge that
while we all advocate for adherence to best practices, we must also
address the practicalities of what we do when we do not have
them.
Richard feels we need to try to replace this continuing stream of
adaptation with a better approach to access. In other words, we
need to give students new technological tools that let them do

THE CHALLENGES IN CREATING TRUE INCLUSION
Jaclyn okin barney esq., special education and disability rights Attorney, coordinator of Parents for inclusive education (Pie)
“When inclusion works, it can lead to higher graduation rates and improved post-secondary outcomes for students with disabilities. In addition, it leads to an increased acceptance of individual differences and students who are
more accepting of a diverse society. There is no one way to include all students with disabilities. But when
teachers and administrators have the appropriate training to look for different abilities, and to support
these differences, most students with disabilities can be included in general education classrooms.
Teachers who are open-minded and willing to think outside the box can enable students to participate
meaningfully in classrooms and this is key to inclusion.”
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the ellenson family enjoys a
cool dip; From left: taite,
richard, lora, and thomas

what they need to do in a way they can do it. We need to make
tools that are easy and intuitive enough that a student can figure
them out on their own, and that a teacher or paraprofessional can
easily support them.
TWO: Different approaches need to be available within each
part of the technology. Often, the first step into technology is so
steep that people never make it. Or they try one approach that
doesn’t work and give up because it’s too hard to figure out a different one. The world of special education is littered with abandoned technology.
Richard’s answer here was to figure out how people could
access a variety of approaches, modes, and interfaces in each

All of Panther’s apps create a
powerful redesign of the iPad
interface, putting key controls at the
bottom, so people can improve
access, cognitive processing, and
focus.

piece of technology, so students could experiment on their own to
find out the best approach to each thing they needed. For example, he has created an app called Panther Writer – which provides
alternate access keyboards for note-taking. But the app has six different keyboards designed for a huge diversity of motoric and visual challenges. The student can work independently to find the one
that offers the best chance for success.
THREE: Assistive Technology today is highly fragmented, and
with the proliferation of apps, it’s getting worse. It’s becoming
increasingly difficult to find technology that offers a comprehensive solution – rather than exercises that help build one specific
skill set. That means a student’s approach, and the institutional
infrastructure, isn’t necessarily consistent. It means that the
approach a student must learn across apps can vary enormously,
creating issues with both access and cognitive consistency. And it
means that teachers and parents need to spend a huge amount of
time searching over and over for new apps. And then learning the
many different ways of using them.
In addressing this, Richard said, “It was critical for us to design

THE CHALLENGES IN CREATING TRUE INCLUSION
dan herlihy, technology integration specialist
“To make inclusion truly effective using technology, there needs to be more than just a static app on a
device. I believe technology needs to be immediately accessible on the device a student is using, it needs
to have files available for immediate sharing - for example, by being dropped into a shared account - and
the technology needs to be accessible in whatever setting the student is in. These are the critical elements in providing a truly
interactive and supportive learning environment for the student at anytime, from anywhere, and with all stakeholders, from
parents to teachers and beyond.”
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a comprehensive suite of software, all built on the same design lars now have versions on iPads that cost only hundreds. And
and interface principles. That way, learning one approach can be when you can even find apps with modest capabilities for five dolconsistent across all necessary skills. Once people enter our work, lars - or even for free.
things need to remain familiar – the way that knowing iPhoto
“As I was looking over the landscape, it scared me. It was hard
informs a person as he uses iTunes, or Mac’s Mail program.”
enough to support kids when large companies were spending
Richard also committed to building software that would work huge amounts on support and training. But a world of scattered
across a broad range of materials and needs. “It was also important inexpensive apps is eventually going to let our kids down. It’s
that teachers could work with the same interface as skills grow. For scary. So I set out to find the middle ground – a natural place of
instance, Math Paper can be used to do simple math, or advanced balance – where we’re reaching price points that many more peoalgebra. It actually visually
ple can afford, but will there be
“ We are making an incredible effort
evolves as the user matures.
enough capital to fund R&D, custo invest the time, money, and insight to
That way everyone can grow
tomer support, continuing
together, without the transition ensure these products provide exceptional
advancements, and the outreach
new opportunities for the people who will
issues that plague growth.”
required to get the message out.
use
our
apps,
including
teachers,
paraAs we looked at Math Paper,
No one cares more about the
we could see how indeed it can professionals, friends, family, and parents.”
kids than parents. But the last
be used to do addition, algebra,
thing this world needs is
or even word problems. And the same interface allows a student to Assistive Technology being turned into a ‘mom and pop’ business.
follow curriculum in a book, homework provided by the teacher, What I am striving for is not only trying to advance the way we creclassroom, or parent. The software doesn’t force one to take the ate Universal Design, but we’re also trying to navigate this extraorapproach the software manufacturer liked, but rather the one dinary change in a way that benefits us all.”
that’s used by all the other students in the environment.
FOUR: Educational software can be non-intuitive. And they
often reflects a design sensibility that falls far short from the style THE PURSUIT OF OUR POTENTIAL
In order for an educational system to be inclusive, particularly
and energy that people find motivating – whether that means the
cool illustration style on Nickelodeon, or the sleekly stunning look in these tough economic times, we are going to need to have kids
become more independent. They will need to take more control of
of Apple products.
their own technology, and their own approaches to learning.
o, as he did with the Tango, and as he did when creating
As we looked over Panther Technology, that is exactly what has
commercials and advertisements, Richard committed to cre- been created. The suite of Apps encompasses the basic foundaating user interfaces that are intuitive, motivating, and tional skills: reading, writing, and arithmetic. They also include
frankly beautiful.
today’s key foundational need: technology. The Apps are intuitive,
The result is a new line of products, Panther Technology, that powerful, and built to integrate within an educational system.
Richard calls Advanced Assistive Technology for iOS. “The iOS
“The big insight we had,” said Richard, “is that the iPad,
refers to the fact that our software is being distributed as apps on although completely magical indeed, is not ideal for people with
the Apple Store.” said Richard. “The ‘advanced’ refers to the fact motor disabilities. And we are only beginning to scratch the surthat we are making an incredible effort to invest the time, money, face of how it can support people with cognitive disabilities. The
and insight to ensure these products provide exceptional new screen is actually a very large surface if one has trouble with
opportunities for the people who are looking for better solutions. movement or focus. And some of the things that most of us love
And we define our consumers not only as the people who will use are actually quite difficult for people with disabilities. For instance,
our apps, but also the entire circle of people who will engage with swiping, pinching, and zooming create a lot of uncertainty and difthem: teachers, paraprofessionals, friends, family, and parents.
ficulty for someone with cerebral palsy. And the ability to tap the
“We are at a very odd moment,” said Richard. “Clearly things are screen for access can lead to a lot of problematic stimming for
in wild transition when technology that has cost thousands of dol- someone with autism.”

S

THE CHALLENGES IN CREATING TRUE INCLUSION
Kim sweet, executive director, Advocates for children, new york city
“We are constantly seeing inclusion implemented poorly, usually because teachers and schools are trying to
figure things out themselves, rather than relying on strong and clearly defined institutional supports. Until
Departments of Education build strong central resources, and create an effective way to communicate them
to schools, the children we support will remain at risk.”
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Richard said that the idea for Panther came from watching his
Perhaps even more eye-popping is the Panther Writer. As
son try to navigate the iPad. “Tom uses an iPad for so much,” Richard pointed out, the typewriter was invented over 100 years
Richard said. “But it was hard for him to use it effectively.
ago, and it was designed for people who type with 10 fingers.
“So I asked how we can rethink the iPad to make it a better tool
Panther Writer provides six different types of keyboards, each
for learners with disabilities. And what we thought was that all the one specifically targeted to support a different motoric challenge,
controls should be at the bottom. That means whether a person’s and people who typically type in a different manner than most of
issues were motoric, cognitive, or visual, they would have all the us. The keyboards are not only interesting to look at, but easy to
important inputs in one area. That means better access, better use. They range from keyboards with one button, to support peofocus, and better performance.”
ple who have almost no ability to move - to ones that have enorThe result is a suite of Apps all geared to allowing students to do mous areas to hit, to support people with spastic motor control.
better in class, at home, and anywhere in between.
Richard’s favorite, perhaps not surprisingly, is called “Tom’s
The most striking of the Apps is Panther Connect. A wildly inno- Keys.” It was designed to support his son, and individuals with his
vative take on the trackpad, with
specific issues. Richard said,
5 different access modes, and all
“When you think of it, the Q key
“It’s that sort of thinking - mixing
sorts of computer control comis the same size as the E key.
innovation with familiarity, finding the
mands built into its interface, the
That doesn’t make sense,
sweet spot that will not only move the
App truly redefines the notion of
because you hit it so much less.
technology forward, but bring our
Advanced Assistive Technology.
We completely rearranged the
Incorporating a vast number of community along with it - that I’m most
keyboard, so that the keys you
Universal Design insights, the excited about.”
need most are easiest to hit. We
App allows people with a broad
got extra room by putting keys
range of motor disabilities to use the iPad to control their comput- like Q, Z, J, and so forth, on a secondary keyboard. But what’s realers. On the App, the screen can change to resemble a typical track- ly interesting, is that we know if people don’t feel a keyboard is
pad, a trackpad that restricts movement to only horizontals or ver- familiar, they won’t try it. So we worked the keyboard arrangement
ticals, a small trackpad for people with limited range, and even a hard until it still felt like a typical keyboard. It’s that sort of thinksplit screen where touching one side allows fast cursor movement ing – mixing innovation with familiarity, finding the sweet spot
and touching the other side moves the computers cursor more that will not only move the technology forward, but bring our
slowly.
community along with it - that I’m most excited about.”
With Panther Connect, people can open computer applications,
“For example, MathPaper doesn’t simply let kids do math even
switch between documents, open menus, and do just about any if they have severe motoric challenges. It also allows work to be
type of mouse click you can think of. That means with just an iPad emailed back and forth. And it specifically does not include a calon their tray, a child in a wheel chair is hooked into all sorts of tech culator function, so states will be able to allow it as a support for
that may have been inaccessible before: their computer, the inter- state tests. But…. we also created Panther Calculator as a separate
net, and all sorts of software.
Panther also offers Panther Math Paper, Panther Writer, and
Panther Story Box. Math Paper allows a person to do their math
Pounce! games are created so c
work on the iPad by touching accessible squares that input numhildren with disabilities can play
bers into a number grid. The app somehow seems to understand
the same types of fun games that
what the user wants to do, moving the cursor almost by magic to
others do – but at the speeds that
work for them.
where the student wants to enter a number.

THE CHALLENGES IN CREATING TRUE INCLUSION
Maggie Moroff, special education Policy coordinator, Advocates for children, new york, coordinator of the Arise (Action for
reform in special education) coalition
“Technology is a critical piece of inclusion. But understanding the learning environment is just as important, so that educators are trained to understand success, both in terms of goal-setting and evaluation. To make inclusive education work, school
districts must make certain to provide quality professional development in a variety of subjects – including but not limited to
instructional and behavioral support and AT – to all school staff who will be working with students with
disabilities and their peers in general education settings. This means considerably more than a one-time
course attended by someone at the school level and expected to be turned around and shared with all others. Hand-in-hand with this, districts must provide on-going support – a place where educators can turn
when unique situations come up, because each child and each setting is unique.”
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tom and his friends
celebrating after
graduating 7th
Grade. tom
attends lab school
in new york city.

app. It uses the same approach for entering information - so when
students just want to use a calculator, they can do that too.”
“What I envision,” said Richard “is a student be able to use the
iPad as the center of his daily activities. Whether the student is
non-verbal, verbal, in a wheelchair, or has difficulty with hand
control, that student will be able to participate in so many more
class activities – and do so in a comprehensive, intuitive, and
organized way.
“I envision students taking ownership of how they are supported, exploring a full range of diverse Universally Designed
approaches, and using the iPad to get their work, do their work,
hand in their work, and do their homework.
“I envision teachers being able to partake in the process, without having to learn new technology, because almost all teachers
are familiar with the iPad. And because we have used the intuitive

icon based iOS as the template for how our Apps work, we’ve drastically lowered the learning curve for everyone.”
The best way to understand this approach may be in looking at
the way Panther handles its settings. The apps use the standard
settings menu that you find in so many apps, with a dropdown
menu and items that open into your choices. However, Panther
apps put arrows on the bottom of the iPad, so that individuals can
navigate these menus without having to do those complex reaching motions. It’s a fresh approach that opens a world of possibility
for so many.”

WORK HARD... PLAY HARDER
Finally, Panther also includes a subsidiary called Pounce, which
offers games that not only provide fun, but also build motor skills.

THE CHALLENGES IN CREATING TRUE INCLUSION
rachel howard, executive director, resources for children with special needs, inc.
“The system is turning away from a focus on rights and compliance. There is a great emphasis on ‘systems reform,’
and ‘results-driven accountability’ and ‘waivers.’ There’s thinking that choice and charters are the answers, and there’s
a lot of money being thrown at these ‘solutions.’ But at the end of the day, parents are their children’s best and only
genuine champions. They are the ones who must know and stand up for their children’s rights. Systems, especially big ones like
NYC, don’t and can’t protect kids. Kids fall through the cracks. They don’t graduate. IEP’s are changed to correspond to what the
school has available rather than what the child needs to learn. Parents are often excluded from the process. There’s talk about
‘parent engagement’ but little genuine action. When we connect with parents, they are, without exception, enthusiastic and
concerned and want to help. But they are often not given that opportunity or information from the school. Parents want their kids
to succeed but they need information and tools. They need to know their children’s rights and theirs. With apps, we are at least
changing the distribution model for supports. It is time for schools to embrace these tools with the same enthusiasm as parents.”
www.eparent.com/EP MAGAZINE • September 2012 43

In fact, the games go even further, letting individuals with differing with enormous interest and impact. Groups as diverse as United
abilities play together. For example, people can compete in racing Cerebral Palsy and Autism Speaks have taken note of the advances
games, each driving at their own relative speed level – with the being made by the company. And many schools are already startscoring reflecting the difference in ability.
ing to create classrooms that will include Panther’s technology at
Another way Pounce games support individuals with motor abil- the heart of its day to day teaching.
ities is by having games that include the key motoric movements
Perhaps even more affecting, Richard’s son was able to take
that people will need to access the Panther apps, and other iPad math tests independently this year, by using the beta version of
apps. In other words, while playing games, people are practicing Math Paper. And despite all his physical challenges, Tom’s Grade in
critical life skills.
Math this year was an 89.
The games go across a broad
In years covering the journey
No one wants to abandon people
range of needs. There is a racing
of children, EP has found the
game, with gorgeous graphics, who need our support. But most people
same thing. No one wants to
but simpler roads – so people have a hard time understanding and
abandon people who need our
can share experience in a game interacting with people with disabilities, let
support. But most people have a
that doesn’t end at the first hard
hard time understanding and
alone figuring out how to educate and
curve. There is a fun “Whack A
interacting with people with disinclude them.
Monster” game that offers slowabilities, let alone figuring out
er speeds more appropriate for people with motor disabilities. how to educate and include them. And systems are designed to
There is a pair of Virtual dice, with innovative advances that make support classes full of children, not those who need Individualized
it more appropriate for people with cerebral palsy, autism, and Educational Programs. EP Magazine likes to take the lead in collectother disabilities.
ing and sharing the stories of so many parents out there who must
Perhaps the most delightful of the Pounce apps is Candy Cards. work within the system, challenge the system, and rise above the
Again, this App showcases the company’s approach. It is extraor- system. While doing so, we always celebrate the individual.
dinarily simple. A deck of cards that can be used to play Candy
But in order for the world of our exceptional children to grow
Land – so children who cannot pick up cards can still participate. and better integrate into the daily rhythms and activities of life, we
And so others can play the same way. Sure, children won’t be able also need to look toward changing our institutions. From the
to move the pieces but, as Richard stressed, the anticipation is in advent of the ADA to the mandates of IDEA, to the research going
independently finding out where you’ll go. Getting help going on at the NIH and in academic settings across the country, we need
there is not the issue.
to find new ways that we can empower the change we need.
Thanks to involved parents like Richard, and the inspiration and
guidance provided by his son Thomas, we are a bit closer to doing
THE FUTURE OF INCLUSION
that.
“The desire for inclusion is here,” said Richard. “The problem is
To learn more about Richard, Thomas, and their story, visit the
people don’t know how to do it. I’m hopeful we are helping to website Ellenson.com; and to learn more about Panther
show the way.”
Technology, visit www.panthertechnology.com •
That of course remains to be seen. But Panther is starting off

THE CHALLENGES IN CREATING TRUE INCLUSION
Mark surabian, Assistive technology specialist
“UDL (Universal Design for Learning) is the essential orientation for classroom design to serve both low and high incidence
needs, but it does not supplant the individual’s need for assistive technology. Assistive technology is not merely accommodation (as it is described in IEP’s); it is, as hinted at in the federal statute, the means to ‘increase, maintain, or improve the functional capabilities of a child’ by serving as a sensory extension of that child into the world, allowing participation in everincreasing opportunities. Assistive technology, when effectively selected, applied, and integrated, is a verb, not a noun – it is
an active orientation, a process for interacting in the world. It is the means by which a student actively compensates for a
sensory impairment of any kind, to join in activities that were previously inaccessible, whenever they chose to do so. And a
truly effective approach allows the child to take responsibility for his own output and become increasingly independent.
Educators who do not believe that all students have untapped learning potential are not going to seek
assistive technologies which may reveal those abilities. It’s a discouraging loop. An educator’s personal
beliefs that a child with a learning disability has ‘reached potential’ or that another child who is nonverbal
and physically impaired cannot ‘overcome’ such challenges, will prevent that educator from pursuing
alternative approaches. We have to radically alter educational perceptions (in both academia and in the
classroom) as to who really can be a learner. In essence, in this day and age, we need to understand that
anyone and everyone can learn.”
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